
Board of Directors quarterly meeting
Zoom virtual meeting
Monday, Jan. 25, 2021 • 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

10 a.m. Call to order, roll call and announcements J. Chubinski
A. Mundorf

10:10 a.m. Declaration: Conflict of interest J. Chubinski

10:12 a.m. Consent agenda
Approve the acceptance of the following board and committee 
meeting minutes:
• Board of directors meeting minutes (Oct. 26, 2020)
• Audit and finance committee minutes (Jan. 13, 2021)
• Evaluation committee meeting minutes (Jan. 20, 2021)

J. Chubinski

10:15 a.m. 2021-2022 state policymaking landscape B. Byers
G. Bennett

10:35 a.m. President’s report 
What clarifying questions do you have regarding the President’s 
report or HPIO Impact?

A. McGee

10:45 a.m. Audit and Finance Committee 
Discuss and approve 
• 2020 income detail
• 2020 year-end Sources and Uses of Cash
• 2020 year-end Balance Sheet
• Proposed Board-designated cash reserve policy
• Cash analysis 12/31/2020

11:10 a.m. Break

11:25 a.m. Communications Plan
As partners and supporters of HPIO’s work, what do you think are 
our most effective communications tactics?

M. Culbertson
N. Wiselogel

11:45 a.m. 2020 HPIO evaluation report
1. What’s the most important thing HPIO needs to accomplish in

2021 in order to influence the policymaking process?
2. What do you see as HPIO’s unique role in informing the state

policy response to the pandemic? What can we contribute
that is currently lacking?

3. What can HPIO do to inform state policy discussions about how
to strengthen Ohio’s public health system?

A. Goon
A. Bush Stevens

12:10 p.m. Reconvene

12:15 p.m. Executive session

Agenda

Next quarterly board meeting

Monday, April 26, 2021 • 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

TM

C. Whistler
A.. McGee
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Call to order 
and 
announcements 

• HPIO Board of Directors quarterly meeting was called to
order at 10:03 a.m. by Jennifer Chubinski

• Adrienne Mundorf took attendance
• McGee thanked Jason Orcena for his service to HPIO

throughout his two terms as a board director.

 No action 

Conflict of 
interest 

Chubinski thanked board directors who have made their 
annual financial contribution to HPIO and encouraged others 
to give. 

Chubinski asked if anyone had a conflict of interest to declare. 
No one declared a conflict. 

No action 

Consent 
agenda 

The consent agenda, including the following materials, was 
approved: 

• Q3 Sources and Uses of Cash
• Q3 Balance Sheet
• Board of directors meeting minutes (August 3, 2020)
• Governance committee minutes (Sept. 23, 2020)
• Audit and finance committee minutes (Oct. 13, 2020)

Motion to accept 
consent agenda 
from Orcena, 
second from 
Culbertson. 
Motion 
approved. 

Health Policy Institute of Ohio 
Pursuant to notice, the Board of Directors of the Health Policy Institute of Ohio (HPIO) met for their 
quarterly meeting on October 26, 2020 in a virtual meeting via Zoom.  

Voting directors in attendance: Jennifer Chubinski (Chair), Deena Chisolm (Vice Chair), Adrienne R. 
Mundorf (Secretary), Chris Whistler (Treasurer), 

David Ciccone, Daniel Cohn, Molly Culbertson, Eric DeWald, Maria Espinola, Vicki Giambrone, 
Matthew Harman, John Humphrey, MD, Shannon Jones, Jason Orcena, Dan Paoletti, Patty Starr, 
Michael Stinziano, Heather Torok and Britney Ward 

Voting directors not in attendance:  Shaun Hamilton, Tonya Johnson, Gregory Lam, MD 

HPIO Staff in attendance: Amy Rohling McGee, Reem Aly, Amy Bush Stevens, Nick Wiselogel, Alana 
Clark-Kirk, Carrie Almasi and Neva Hornbeck 

Visitors in attendance for portion of meeting:  Director Maureen Corcoran, Marisa Weisel, Lynne Lyon 
and Jim Tassie (from Ohio Department of Medicaid) 

Neva Hornbeck recorded meeting minutes. 
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

President’s 
report 

McGee asked if there were any questions about the 
President’s report that was included in the board packet. She 
highlighted her report and content from the quarterly HPIO 
Impact newsletter. There were no questions. 

Matt Harman asked about our PH Modernization contract. 
Orcena noted that this information cannot be released until 
permitted by the administration.  

Chubinski asked about how our work is going under current 
conditions. McGee deferred to the HPIO team. Stevens 
mentioned that work with state agencies has been affected 
because COVID-19 is taking much of their time. Timelines are 
frequently changed. However, it has also given us 
opportunities for new work. Wiselogel noted that he believes 
the team has done a good job of working from home almost 
seamlessly. Aly agreed and highlighted our work on equity 
and COVID-19. McGee said the negative is we are missing the 
informal dialogs, etc. but we are using Microsoft Teams to stay 
connected. Aly noted that we are learning to live with our 
technological challenges. 

No action 

Ohio Medicaid 
managed care 
procurement 
process 

Presentation from Ohio Department of Medicaid by Director 
Maureen Corcoran and her team. 

Humphrey asked if there are programs that are like Ohio Rise 
planned for older Ohioans with more complex, chronic 
conditions. Dir. Corcoran responded that there are a variety of 
things that have been incorporated into the requirements that 
would address care for people with complex, chronic 
conditions. 

Chisolm asked about the single pharmacy benefit manager 
(PBM) and how polypharmacy will be. Corcoran responded 
that clinical management will continue to be coordinated by 
the managed care plan. The preferred drug list, for example, 
will be a part of PBMs responsibility. Quality improvement will 
be coordinated by ODM, with the PBM, managed care plans 
and the Ohio Rise plan, to be sure that these entities are not at 
cross purposes with each other.  She also mentioned that the 
external quality review organization will also be involved.  

Dir. Corcoran explained that there are currently five quality 
improvement projects that involve the managed care plans 
using a collective impact model and continuous quality 
improvement methods. These projects are focused on COVID 

No action 
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

response, but the intention is to expand this model in the 
future. 

McGee thanked the Director and her team for their 
presentation. 

2021 proposed 
operating 
budget review 

Whistler reviewed the 2021 budget. A margin of about $3k is 
projected. Whistler pointed out that while the Q3 financial 
reports are positive, the year has not been easy. The team 
managed a tough year, especially in their work with the state 
on COVID-19. The state had to delay many of their timelines 
because of the pandemic. HPIO’s diligent work to get the PPP 
loan was notable. It is currently booked as a liability but will 
likely be forgiven. It will provide a cushion in the trying times 
ahead. However, HPIO managed it extremely well, all while 
extending their work on equity. Speaking on behalf of the 
committee, we recognize that there has been a tremendous 
amount of work to accomplish their strong financial position. 

Patty Starr asked about the revenue we have built into the 
2021 budget, noting that some organizations and companies 
anticipate reductions in revenue in the new year. Whistler 
responded that the revenue projected for 2021 seems 
reasonable to the committee given past experience. McGee 
acknowledged that she does think it is realistic, but it will be 
challenging to raise funds and there are many factors that are 
currently unknown. The cushion of the PPP loan can potentially 
help us through hard times. Starr asked if there is a pipeline for 
prospective contracts and McGee noted that we do have 
opportunities on the horizon.  

Motion to 
approve the 
2021 budget 
from Stinziano, 
second from 
Giambrone. 
Motion 
approved. 

Racism and 
health 

Presentation from Reem Aly on HPIO’s recent brief focused on 
the connections between racism and health. McGee 
reminded the board that this work started in 2019. Whistler 
asked if there is data available that is income adjusted. Aly will 
follow up with Whistler.  

Board directors were sent to virtual small groups to discuss 
these questions: 

• Were you aware of the President’s Executive Order (EO)
prior to McGee sending it? What conversations have
you had about the EO?

• Since our conversation last fall, what steps have you
taken/are taking to dismantle racism and advance
equity?
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

• What next steps should HPIO take in its work to
dismantle racism and advance equity?

Announcement from one of the groups: 
The Nationwide Foundation Pediatric Innovation Fund recently 
decided to fund a new Endowed Research Chair of Health 
Equity Research. This chair will be awarded to HPIO board 
director Deena Chisolm, Ph.D., director of a Center of 
Emphasis dedicated to health equity research and vice 
president of health services research at Nationwide Children’s 
Hospital. Chisolm is an epidemiologist whose research is 
focused on measuring and improving the effectiveness, 
efficiency, and equity of pediatric health care in at-risk 
communities. 

Adjourn to 
Annual Meeting 

The meeting was adjourned at 12:20 p.m. Motion to 
adjourn from 
Starr second 
from Humphrey. 
Motion passed. 
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Call to order The meeting was held via video conference call and was called to order by Chris 
Whistler at 9:03 a.m. 

Review of 2020 
financials 

Amy McGee reviewed the draft income detail for 2020, particularly focusing on the 
notes column. Overall, core funding was $104,500 below budgeted levels, with some 
of that variance due to timing. The category of forum sponsors was $14,000 below 
budget. Core project specific funding was $58,200 over budget and contracted 
projects were $65,920 over budget. Whistler asked staff to add a concise description 
of these categories and spell out acronyms on the income detail. 

Next McGee reviewed the draft sources and uses of cash for 2020. She pointed out 
that the revenue variance of $14,865 was nearly offset by the spending variance of 
$13,073. We ended the year with a $3,158 “profit”. The 2020 budget had planned for 
a $4,950 “profit”, a variance of just $1,792. 

Lynnette Zody reviewed the draft 2020 balance sheet. She noted we remain in a 
strong position. She also remarked that there will be some minor changes to the 
balance sheet as we prepare for the audit. The PPP loan will remain a liability on the 
balance sheet until the loan is forgiven, at which point it will be booked as revenue. 

Michael Stinziano 
made a motion to 
accept the 2020 
financials for 
presentation to the 
full board at the Jan. 
25, 2021 meeting; 
David Ciccone 
seconded; motion 
carried. 

Review of 
suggested 
board-
designated 
cash reserve 
policy 

McGee explained that the Board created the board-designated cash reserves right 
before her tenure at HPIO in 2010, but there has not been a process in place for 
determining a goal amount for the board reserves. Early in 2020, the committee 
asked staff to research methodologies for creating a goal and make a 
recommendation. The staff reviewed a draft board-designated cash reserve policy. 
They propose taking the sum of total payroll and benefits for 6 months and adding 
any outstanding liabilities (rent obligations, loans, etc.) to determine the amount of 
the goal. Whistler asked what that amount is currently. As of 12/31/2020 it is 

McGee will add a 
sentence to the 
proposed policy that 
states that, as a 
general practice, the 
Audit & Finance 
Committee will 
review the 

Present on the call:  Chris Whistler (Chair), David Ciccone, Vicki Giambrone, Michael Stinziano, Amy Rohling McGee (staff), Neva 
Hornbeck (staff) and Lynnette Zody (contract CFO) 
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$1,056,516. Our current reserve account is $411,893. Staff also suggest that we set a 
benchmark of transferring 5% of the balance of the operating funds as reflected on 
the balance sheet to the board reserves annually.   

organization’s 
financial statements 
and make a 
recommendation 
regarding the 
amount to transfer to 
the board reserves 
annually.  

David Ciccone made 
a motion to approve 
the board reserve 
policy for 
presentation to the 
full board at the Jan. 
25, 2021 meeting; 
Michael Stinziano 
seconded; motion 
carried. 

Review of 
Investment 
Policy 

McGee shared the investment policy that was adopted by the Board on July 26, 
2010. The committee briefly discussed potential changes to the policy and decided 
to discuss further at the next committee meeting.  

Committee members 
will explore how other 
small businesses 
handle any concerns 
with funds exceeding 
FDIC insurance limits. 

Adjournment The meeting was adjourned at 10:15 a.m. Adjourned by 
unanimous consent 
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Review of 
evaluation materials 
for the full Board 
meeting 

Amy Bush Stevens walked the committee through the 
evaluation materials that the staff have prepared for 
the full Board meeting on January 25. She explained 
that these are the typical documents that the staff 
shares with the Board at year end. For each document 
in the packet, Stevens asked the committee if they still 
thought the information was helpful for the full board 
and whether there was anything to revise in the 
document. Documents to be shared with the board 
include:  
• 2020 year-end performance dashboard
• 2020 annual evaluation results report
• 2020 activity summary

The committee agreed that these materials are useful. 

The committee spent the majority of the meeting 
discussing the 2020 Annual Evaluation Results report. 

Suggested revisions included mention of the 2020 survey 
response rate, clarification of open-ended comments 
about equity and addition of examples of planned 
COVID-19 work. 

In the future, participants suggested a deeper dive 
report to evaluate HPIO’s equity work and possibly 
administering the annual stakeholder survey starting in 
December. Additional methods to gather examples of 
HPIO impact should also be explored, including more 
regular ways of checking in with state agency staff, 
possibly through Advisory Group meetings and emails. 
Members also offered suggestions to increase forum 
evaluation response rates. 

Approved all 
documents to be 
shared with the 
Board, with a few 
minor revisions. 

Health Policy Institute of Ohio 

The Board of Directors Evaluation Committee of the Health Policy Institute of Ohio (HPIO) met on Jan. 21, 2020 
via GoToMeeting. Rob Moore, Anne Goon, Kelley Adcock, Dan Cohn were in attendance. 

Committee members not present: Leslie Johnson, Shiloh Turner, Jennifer Chubinski, Eric DeWald 

Staff in attendance: Amy Bush Stevens, Amy Rohling McGee, Hailey Akah and Jacob Santiago 

Jacob Santiago recorded the minutes and Amy Bush Stevens reviewed the minutes. 
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TO: HPIO Board of Directors 

FROM: Amy Rohling McGee, President 

Re: HPIO operational and programmatic updates 

Date: Friday, Jan. 22, 2021 

In addition to the information that is a part of the agenda for our meeting on Jan. 25, 
2021, I would like to share the following updates: 

Operational updates 

1. Resource development: The year is off to a strong start with resource
development. Several core funders are confirmed and we are already at 60% of
our goal of $443,000 in contracted projects for 2021, with several additional
potential projects on the horizon. There is more work to be done, however, on
forum series sponsorships. We have raised $30,000 of our $71,000 goal. The
following companies and organizations are confirmed 2021 forum series sponsors:
• Academy of Medicine Education Foundation
• Buckeye Health Plan/Centene
• Dayton Children's Hospital
• Leading Age Ohio
• Mahoning Valley Hospital Foundation
• Molina Healthcare
• Mount Carmel
• Nationwide Children's Hospital
• North Canton Medical Foundation
• UnitedHealthcare

We have several requests pending, but if you have suggestions of others with 
whom we could share sponsorship information, please let me know. We would 
like to confirm all sponsors by mid-February. 

2. Paycheck Protection Program Loan Forgiveness: We submitted our application
for forgiveness of our $202,000 PPP loan in the fall and recently provided
additional requested documentation. We are reviewing the requirements for the
second round of PPP loans and may apply in the coming weeks.

3. Staffing: I am pleased to let you know that Hailey Akah was promoted to Senior
Health Policy Analyst and two part-time team members, Jacob Santiago and
Stephen Listisen, were promoted to full-time in the past quarter. Both Jacob and
Stephen served as interns at HPIO during the 2019-2020 academic year. Jacob
graduated with his MSW in May 2020 and Stephen will graduate with his MPA in
May 2021. Becky Carroll resigned from HPIO in the fall but continues to work with
us on a contract basis. We now have 11 full-time staff.
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Programmatic updates: 

The January 2021 edition of HPIO Impact includes updates on our recent or upcoming 
work such as: 

• A fact sheet that spotlights racial disparities in infant mortality (led by Reem Aly)
• Our most recent addiction policy scorecard focused on children, youth and

families (led by Amy Bush Stevens)
• Highlights from our 2020 “year at a glance” email
• The 2021 edition of the HPIO Health Value Dashboard (led by Zach Reat)

In addition, we recently completed a: 

• Strategic Action Plan for Aging (contract with the Ohio Department of Aging, led
by Reem Aly)

• Public Health Modernization report (contract with ODH, led by Amy Bush
Stevens)

We will soon release the second in a series of three briefs on adverse childhood 
experiences (ACEs). The upcoming brief will focus on the economic impact of ACEs 
(led by Reem Aly). 

Recent new contracts include: 

• A contract with AARP Ohio to write three white papers as a part of their
Disrupting Disparities project. These white papers will focus on:

o Health outcomes (specifically cognitive health, depression and
hypertension

o Economic outcomes (specifically employment, personal and family
income and finance and retirement savings

o Respect and social inclusion (specifically social isolation and engagement
and racism and the compounding impacts of other forms of
discrimination)

• A contract with the Ohio Department of Health focused on the following:
o Analysis of community health implementation plans and strategies that

are aligned to the State Health Improvement Plan (SHIP)
o Analysis of hospital community benefit expenditures
o Development of state and local recommendations for providing technical

assistance and training to enhance alignment of community plans and
strategies to the SHIP
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Upcoming forum: 

Please plan to attend our next online forum “From Ethics to Logistics: What State 
Policymakers Need to Know about COVID-19 Vaccines” on Thursday, Feb. 25, 2021 from 
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.  
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HPIOimpact
A quarterly update for supporters of the Health Policy Institute of Ohio

January 2021

TM

HPIO released a new fact sheet 
titled “Taking action: Eliminating 
racial disparities in infant 
mortality.”

The fact sheet highlights that, 
“For many years, Ohio’s infant 
mortality rate has been higher 
than most other states... Ohio’s 
policymakers and health 
leaders have acted on this 
issue through multiple advisory 
committees, collaborative 
efforts, investments, legislation 
and other policy changes.”

In December 2020, Governor 
DeWine announced the 
creation of a new task force 
focused on eliminating racial 
disparities in infant mortality by 
2030. The task force will host 
listening sessions in 11 counties, 
providing an opportunity 
for members to learn about 

promising programs, evaluation 
results and barriers to improving 
maternal and infant health for 
Black families.

The fact sheet includes troubling 
infant mortality disparities 
data (see graphic below) 
and information on what can 
drive change and move Ohio 
forward. It highlights three 
action steps that are needed 
to eliminate racial disparities in 
infant mortality. Future efforts 
must:
1. Dismantle racism and

address its consequences
2. Improve health across

the life course, not just
pregnancy

3. Maintain improvements in
access to clinical care, while
also advancing meaningful
policy changes to improve
community conditions

Fact sheet spotlights racial 
disparities in infant mortality

HPIO addiction 
scorecard focuses 
on youth, families
A new policy scorecard from HPIO has 
found that Ohio policymakers can do 
more to effectively address addiction’s 
toll on children and families.

The latest in a series of scorecards 
detailing Ohio’s policy response to the 
addiction crisis, HPIO explores parental 
substance use and its impact on 
children, youth and families. 

The release of the Ohio Addiction 
Policy Scorecard: Children, Youth and 
Families follows new data from the 
Ohio Department of Health showing 
that the state’s overdose death rate 
increased by 6.4% from 2018 to 2019. 
The 2020 rate is expected to be even 
higher.

The scorecard found that Ohio’s sharp 
rise in drug overdose deaths from 2011 
to 2017 was followed by a steady 
increase in the number of children 
entering the child protection system. 
The scorecard also shows that Ohio 
has launched multiple programs to 
address the needs of children and 
families impacted by addiction, but 
more can be done to keep families 
together, ameliorate childhood 
trauma and build resilience.

This latest release is the fourth in a 
series of policy scorecards designed 
to provide policymakers and other 
stakeholders with information needed 
to address substance use disorders 
in a comprehensive, effective and 
efficient way. All materials in HPIO’s 
Addiction Evidence Project are 
available on HPIO’s website, including 
a new compilation of opportunities 
for improvement from all of the policy 
scorecards.

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Infant mortality rate (per 1,000 births) by race, Ohio (2009-2019)

Black

White SHIP target: 6

14.2

6.4

14.3

5.1

Reaching the State Health Improvement Plan (SHIP) target
Resources must be tailored and allocated to communities 
where the need is greatest, coupled with efforts to 
address racism.

Source: Ohio Department of Health
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Thank you  
to our funders
The following core 
funders are advancing 
the health of Ohioans 
through informed policy 
decisions:
• Interact for Health
• Mt. Sinai Health Care

Foundation
• The George Gund

Foundation
• Saint Luke’s Foundation

of Cleveland
• The Cleveland

Foundation
• HealthPath Foundation

of Ohio
• Sisters of Charity 

Foundation of Canton
• Sisters of Charity

Foundation of
Cleveland

• Nord Family Foundation
• North Canton Medical

Foundation
• Mercy Health
• CareSource Foundation

2020HPIO’s year at a glanceHPIO’s year at a glance

101
media articles

31
reports, executive 

summaries, fact sheets 
and resource pages

31
presentations

4
Data
 briefs

4,863 
visits to HPIO’s 

COVID-19 
resource page

COVID-19

8
forums hosted

with over

750
attendees

Statewide reach
There were 36,523 visits to HPIO’s 
website in 2020. More than 63%, or 
23,100 visits, were from Ohioans:

staff-picked

Top 5 highlights of HPIO’s work in 2020

42
research 
updates

556 
research articles 

reviewed and 
summarized

“ ”
Cited or quoted in 

1 2 3 4 5Informing Ohio’s 
response to 
COVID-19

Releasing a brief 
on connections 
between racism 

and health

Releasing fourth 
addiction policy 

scorecard

Facilitating the 
COVID-19 Minority 
Health Strike Force 

Blueprint

Releasing a brief 
and hosting a 

forum on adverse 
childhood 

experiences

Work begins on next edition of HPIO Health Value Dashboard
HPIO has begun work on the 
fourth edition of its Health Value 
Dashboard. The latest version is 
slated to be released in April.

In 2014, HPIO developed the 
Health Value Dashboard to 
enable Ohio policy makers to 
track Ohio’s progress towards 
health value — a composite 
measure of Ohio’s performance 
on population health outcomes 
and healthcare spending. The 
Dashboard examines Ohio’s 
performance relative to other 
states, tracks change over time 
and examines Ohio’s greatest 

health disparities 
and inequities.
The Dashboard 
is released 
every two years 
to coincide 
with the 
introduction 
of Ohio’s 
biennium 
budget. 
The 2019 
edition of the 
Dashboard has been 
viewed more than 7,400 times 
since its release.

Like previous editions, the 2021 
Dashboard will include 
more than 100 metrics in 
which Ohio’s performance 

is compared to the 49 other 
states and the District of 
Columbia. It will also include 

equity profiles spotlighting the 
magnitude of differences in 

outcomes of Ohioans based 
on race, ethnicity, education, 

income and disability status. 

In addition, the Dashboard will 
include a section on COVID-19 in 
Ohio, compared to other states.
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Health Policy Institute of Ohio
2020 budget to actual YE income detail

Who 2020 Actual 2020 Budget Difference Notes

Gund Foundation 50,000 100,000 -50,000 Delayed decision, but $300k/3 yr 
grant awarded w/ $50k in 2020

Interact for Health (foundation) 112,500 150,000 -37,500 Final $35.7k payment for 2020 not 
received by 12/31/2020

Health Path Foundation 37,500 37,500 0
North Canton Medical Foundation 20,000 20,000 0

St Luke's Foundation 113,000 125,000 -12,000 Lower than anticipated as fndn shifts 
direction

Sisters of Charity of Cleveland Fndn 30,000 30,000 0 2019-2020 grant

Sisters of Charity of Cleveland Fndn 50,000 30,000 20,000 2020-1 grant; 1 pmt instead of half 
each year

Sisters of Charity of Canton Fndn 50,000 50,000 0
Cleveland Foundation 75,000 65,000 10,000 Higher than anticipated
Care Source Foundation 20,000 20,000 0

Cardinal Health Foundation 0 35,000 -35,000 Declined to be core funder as fndn 
shifts direction; $10k forum sponsor

Mt Sinai Health Care Foundation 150,000 150,000 0
Mercy Health 0 25,000 -25,000 $25K not received by 12/31/2020
Nord Family Foundation 30,000 30,000 0
Bi3 25,000 0 25,000 New core funder

TOTAL Core funders 763,000 867,500 -104,500 Grants fund HPIO general operations 
& projects

Not identified when budget approved 0 40,100 -40,100
County Health Rankings & Roadmaps 
(State Health Improvement Plan Toolkit) 4,900 4,900 0 University of WI Population Health 

Institute supported by RWJF
SC Ministry Foundation (Addiction Evidence 

Project) 0 20,000 -20,000 Declined to fund

Interact for Health (Addiction Evidence Project) 100,000 75,000 25,000 Also a core funder; project support 
higher than anticipated

Gund (COVID-19 response work) 10,000 0 10,000 Also a core funder
Health Action Council (Health Value 

Dashboard) 10,000 0 10,000 Previously a forum sponsor

Harmony Project (ACES) 13,300 0 13,300 New core project-specific funder
OHMAS (ACES) 35,000 0 35,000 New core project-specific funder
OCHA (ACES) 10,000 0 10,000 New core project-specific funder
OSBF (Criminal Justice and Health Brief) 15,000 0 15,000 Has funded other projects

TOTAL Core project-specific funders 198,200 140,000 58,200 Grants fund specific projects initiated 
by HPIO

Not identified when budget approved 80,000
AARP 5,000
Aetna 0 Committed, but never paid $5K 
Anthem 3,000
AultCare 5,000
Buckeye/Centene 5,000
Cardinal Health Foundation 10,000
Cleveland Clinic Foundation 5,000
Dayton Children's 1,000
Employers Health 5,000
LeadingAge Ohio 1,000
Molina 3,000
Mount Carmel 1,000
Mahoning Valley Health Foundation 1,000
North Canton Medical Foundation 5,000
Ohio Alliance for Innovation in 
Population Health 5,000

Ohio Association of Advance Practice 
Nurses 1,000

UC Health 5,000
UnitedHealthcare 5,000
TOTAL FORUM SPONSORS 66,000 80,000 -14,000 Sponsors of HPIO's forum series
Not identified when budget approved 0 327,000 -327,000
Philanthopy Ohio Health Initiative 7,500 10,000 -2,500 $2500 not received by 12/31/2020
OSU CON/Fuld Institute Clinician Well-
Being 40,000 40,000

City of Columbus/CelebrateOne Healthy 
Beginnings at Home 45,000 45,000

ODA Strategic Action Plan for Aging 129,575 129,575
ODH (#42178) Public Health 
Modernization 27,445 27,445

ODH (#38794) Maternal, Infant & Early 
Childhood Home Visiting & State Health 
Improvement Plan Toolkit

111,000 111,000

ODH (#43565) Minority Health Strike 
Force 42,400 42,400

TOTAL CONTRACTED PROJECTS 402,920 337,000 65,920 External orgs contract with HPIO 
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1/21/2021 Health Policy Institute of Ohio
Sources and Uses of Cash 2020

2020 Diff
Actual Budget 2020 Actual Notes

Year End vs Budget

SOURCES OF CASH
Core Operating Support 763,000 867,500 (104,500) See budget to actual detail
Core Project Specific 198,200 140,000 58,200 See budget to actual detail
Forum Sponsors 66,000 80,000 (14,000) See budget to actual detail
Contracted Projects 402,920 337,000 65,920 See budget to actual detail
Fee for Service 4,660 25,000 (20,340) Did not charge fees for virtual forums
Other  (board & individaul donations) 10,855 11,000 (145)
TOTAL SOURCES OF CASH 1,445,635 1,460,500 (14,865)

USES OF CASH
Personnel

Salaries, Benefits & Payroll Taxes

1,190,856 1,136,000 54,856

Hired additional staff due to increased 
contracted project workload.   This added 
expense was partially offset by  BWC 
credits totaling 6,201.

Professional Fees
Contractors / Consultants 86,209 90,000 (3,791)
Contractors on Contracted Projects 6,900 25,000 (18,100) Reduced due to increased staff

Occupancy & Office
Rent & Operations 54,512 54,500 12
Office Supplies 6,268 7,500 (1,232)
Telecommunications (phone & internet services) 7,123 7,500 (377)
Postage & Delivery 585 500 85
Copier 10,061 12,000 (1,939)

Information Systems
Software Licenses 8,934 12,500 (3,566)
Hardware 4,468 7,000 (2,532)
IT Professional Services 6,870 6,000 870

HPIO Sponsored Events
Convened meetings and conferences 5,776 35,000 (29,224) Reduced expenses due to virtual forums

Travel & Professional Development
Travel 1,775 6,000 (4,225) Reduced due to pandemic
Professional Development 5,933 15,000 (9,067) Reduced due to pandemic

Research expenses
Books, Subscriptions, & Other Res. Materials 5,234 6,000 (766)

Miscellaneous
Membership Dues 875 4,000 (3,125)
Employee & Community Relations 558 3,000 (2,442)
Bank Charges & fees (164) 0 (164)

Governance Expenses
Organizational & legal costs 11,103 5,000 6,103 HR and benefit issues
 Insurances 5,176 3,700 1,476
Taxes returned on parking benefit (1,753) (1,753)
Audit fees & 990 11,350 11,350 0
BoardMeeting Expenses 1,154 2,000 (846)

Moving
Moving costs 12,674 6,000 6,674 Higher than anticipated

TOTAL USES OF CASH 1,442,477 1,455,550 (13,073)

PROFIT / LOSS 3,158 4,950 (1,792)

Cash Flow Analysis:
BEG Operating Cash Balance (Huntington checking account) 435,644 427,260 8,384
Net Profit/Loss 3,158 4,950 (1,792)
Working Capital Changes:
   Paycheck deductions (129) (129)
   PPP loan 202,000 202,000
Change in Other Assets:
   Refund security deposit from 10 W Broad 10,200 10,200
END Operating Cash Balance (Huntington checking account) 650,873 432,210 218,663
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Dec 31, 20

ASSETS
Current Assets

Checking/Savings
Operating

Chase checking 151,640.29
Huntington 650,872.84
JPMorgan-Chase brokerage accoun

Cash & Sweep funds (MM) 149,795.05

Total JPMorgan-Chase brokerage accoun 149,795.05

101300 · Petty Cash 349.83

Total Operating 952,658.01

99999 · Cash - Board Reserve Accounts
Huntington MM 160,313.21
US Bank MM 251,580.02

Total 99999 · Cash - Board Reserve Accounts 411,893.23

Total Checking/Savings 1,364,551.24

Accounts Receivable
111000 · Accounts receivable 523,650.00

119999 · Grants and pledges receivable
124000 · Grants receivable -24,381.87

Total 119999 · Grants and pledges receivable -24,381.87

Total Accounts Receivable 499,268.13

Total Current Assets 1,863,819.37

Fixed Assets
149999 · Fixed assets

156000 · Computer & office equipment
Xerox 570 23,157.23

Total 156000 · Computer & office equipment 23,157.23

Total 149999 · Fixed assets 23,157.23

159999 · Accumulated depreciation
164000 · Accum. depr. FF&E -10,684.40

Total 159999 · Accumulated depreciation -10,684.40

Total Fixed Assets 12,472.83

Other Assets
Rent security deposit 5,312.71

Total Other Assets 5,312.71

TOTAL ASSETS 1,881,604.91

9:49 AM Health Policy Institute of Ohio
01/07/21 Balance Sheet
Accrual Basis As of December 31, 2020
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Dec 31, 20

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities

Current Liabilities
Other Current Liabilities

FSA refunds 504.27
Paycheck deductions 128.75
PPP loan 202,000.00
211000 · Payroll Liability Accrual 37,735.74

Total Other Current Liabilities 240,368.76

Total Current Liabilities 240,368.76

Total Liabilities 240,368.76

Equity
300000 · Opening Bal Equity -0.01
329999 · Temporarily restricted net asse

350000 · Restricted for time release 505,618.00

Total 329999 · Temporarily restricted net asse 505,618.00

390000 · Net Assets 1,161,148.95
Net Income -25,530.79

Total Equity 1,641,236.15

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 1,881,604.91

9:49 AM Health Policy Institute of Ohio
01/07/21 Balance Sheet
Accrual Basis As of December 31, 2020
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Board-designated Restricted Reserve Fund 
1/21/2021 (draft) 

Background 
In 2010 the Board of Directors of the Health Policy Institute of Ohio created a board-
designated cash reserve fund (“board reserves”). According to the resolution adopted 
by the Board on July 26, 2010, “funds may not be removed from board-designated 
reserve accounts without producing a board resolution.” The Board has periodically 
transferred unobligated cash to this fund. The amount of board reserves has grown from 
approximately $150,000 in 2010 to over $410,000 currently. 

New policy 
Through adoption of this new policy, the current Board of Directors affirms the goal of 
continuing to build the organization’s board reserves. The purpose of doing so is to 
ensure the financial stability and security of the organization and to allow flexibility to 
respond to opportunities or needs.  

In addition to affirming the goal, the Board will adopt the following new practices: 

HPIO will annually evaluate the organization’s financial position and:  
• Establish an overall target amount for the organization’s board reserves and;
• Decide an amount to transfer from the organization’s unobligated operating

funds to the board reserves.

The overall target amount for the board reserves will be determined after the end of the 
first quarter but no later than the end of the second quarter of the fiscal year using the 
sum of: 

• Payroll and related for six months:
o Base Payroll
o Taxes
o Benefits

• Rent requirements (any remaining on lease)
• Payroll liability accrual (vacation earned, but not used)
• Any outstanding loans

The Board will use 5% of the balance of the operating funds as reflected on the balance 
sheet at the end of the first quarter as the benchmark to transfer to the reserves. The 
Board may determine that an amount less than or greater than this benchmark is 
warranted. 

As a general practice, the audit and finance committee of the Board will review a 
variety of data including the organization’s financial statements, cashflow, capital needs 
and potential strategic investments and make a recommendation to the full Board 
regarding the amount to transfer to the Board reserves, using the methodology 
described above. 
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The board reserve account balances will be reported quarterly to the audit and finance 
committee and the full Board.   
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Unrestricted Accounts

Operating Cash-Huntington 
Checking Total Balance as of 12/31/20 650,872.84

   Conservative estimate of cash needed to cover variable month to month cash flow throughout 2021 400,000.00
   Estimated surplus cash in operating account (not needed to cover month to month cash flow) 250,872.84

Chase Checking Total Balance 151,640.29
JPMorgan Chase Total Balance 149,795.05
Petty Cash Total Balance 349.83

Total Surplus cash in Unrestricted Accounts 552,658.01

Restricted Accounts       
(Board Reserve Fund 
Accounts)

Huntington Money Market Total Balance 160,313.21
US Bank Total Balance 251,580.02

Total cash in Restricted Accounts 411,893.23

Total Surplus cash in Unrestricted and Restricted Accounts 964,551.24

Total HPIO Cash @ 12/31/20 1,364,551.24

Cash Analysis 12/31/20
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Background 
The Health Policy Institute of Ohio is 
a nonprofit organization located in 
Columbus, Ohio. HPIO was created in 2003 
by a group of health-oriented foundations. 
These funders recognized the need for 
a statewide organization focused on 
independent, non-partisan health policy 
analysis. HPIO has earned a reputation as 
a trusted and credible resource for state 
policymakers and other key stakeholders. 

HPIO’s mission is to provide independent 
and nonpartisan analysis needed to create 
evidence-informed state health policy 
that achieves improved health value. The 
organization’s vision is that Ohio is a model 
of health, well-being and economic vitality.

This communications plan serves as a 
companion to HPIO’s 2020-2026 strategic 
plan. 

Role of communications
HPIO’s value proposition 
HPIO is Ohio’s only nonpartisan 
organization solely dedicated to 
informing state health policy decisions. 
The Institute’s independence from any 
sector and its knowledgeable staff enable 
the organization to be both agile and 
credible. HPIO does not take positions 
on specific legislation; it uses its expertise 
on a comprehensive range of health 
policy issues, including the social drivers of 
health, to translate complex health policy 
information for state policymakers and 
others and to provide objective research, 
analysis and data. 

How communications contributes to 
HPIO achieving its strategic objectives 
Communications is central to HPIO 
achieving its mission and vision. As stated 
in its 2020-2026 Strategic Plan, “HPIO’s 
intended mid-range outcome is that 
state policymakers rely on HPIO when 
creating health policy. HPIO’s work will 
influence state policymakers directly and 
via stakeholders who use HPIO products 
to influence the policymaking process.” 
Building awareness and trust in HPIO’s 

work so that it influences the policymaking 
process is critical to achieving all of HPIO’s 
objectives and requires thoughtful, ongoing 
communications.

HPIO creates compelling written and 
online products, hosts informative training 
and educational sessions and facilitates 
dynamic multi-sector meetings. As 
illustrated in figure 1, HPIO’s communication 
and outreach is primarily targeted at state 
policymakers and other stakeholders 
involved in the state policymaking process:

• Ongoing outreach to policymakers. The
primary target for HPIO’s work is state
policymakers in both the legislative and
executive branches of government,
which includes state agencies, boards
and commissions. HPIO shares high-
quality, independent research and
analysis that can be used to elevate
the decision-making process needed to
ensure that Ohio becomes a model of
health, well-being and economic vitality.

• Indirect influence. HPIO also shares its
work with influential stakeholders, such
as community leaders, associations,
advocacy groups and business leaders
who can champion its work and
influence both policymakers and the
general public.

The outcomes of the Institute’s 
communications and outreach initiatives 
to these groups are that policymakers 
and stakeholders are aware of, and 
knowledgeable about, health policy 
issues; value HPIO’s nonpartisan and 
independent leadership; and turn to HPIO 
for analysis and evidence about what 
works to improve health value (improved 
population health and sustainable 
healthcare spending) and health equity in 
Ohio.

Another important objective of HPIO’s 
communications is reaching potential 
partners and supporters of its work, 
enabling it to achieve its mission. These 
include:
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HPIO’s work

State policymakers 
and other stakeholders 
are aware of, and 
knowledgeable 
about, health policy 
issues, value HPIO’s 
non-partisan and 
independent leadership 
and turn to HPIO for 
analysis and evidence 
about what works to 
improve health value.

Policy outcomeCommunications and outreach

Philanthropic 
organizations, state 
agencies and other 
partners recognize 
the value of HPIO, 
collaborate with the 
Institute and invest in its 
work. 

Ongoing outreach to state policymakers
HPIO work is shared with state policymakers via 
electronic communications, media coverage 
and through one-on-one meetings with leaders 
and staff

Written 
and online 
products

Forums and 
presentations

Multi-sector 
facilitation

Consulting

Organizational outcome

Figure 1. Overview of HPIO’s communications plan

Indirect influence 
HPIO forms relationships with influential 
stakeholders who can then champion its work 
and influence both state policymakers and the 
general public

Marketing to potential clients and 
other partners
HPIO builds relationships with stakeholders 
and promotes its experience and skills  
completing contracted projects

Outreach to philanthropic 
organizations 
HPIO builds relationships with potential 
funders and maintains ongoing 
communication to current funders

State policymakers and other stakeholders

Partners and supporters

• Marketing to potential clients and other
partners. HPIO builds relationships and
partnerships with both private-sector and
public-sector organizations throughout the
state. Those relationships lead to contracted
projects that align with the Institute’s mission
and vision.

• Outreach to philanthropic organizations. Since
its founding, HPIO has enjoyed strong support
from numerous philanthropic organizations
from throughout the state. HPIO will continue

to communicate its value both to existing 
supporters and potential new funders.

The outcome of HPIO’s communications 
and outreach to these organizations is that 
philanthropic organizations, state agencies and 
other partners recognize the value of HPIO, 
collaborate with the Institute and invest in its 
work. 
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Audience 
HPIO’s audiences can be divided into 
two groups: A primary audience of state 
policymakers and a secondary group of 
partners and supporters. 

State policymakers and other stakeholders 
For state policymakers to make informed 
decisions that will impact the health of 
all Ohioans, they need to have access to 
high-quality, evidence-informed analysis. 
As the political landscape has become 
increasingly polarized in recent years, 
it has become even more critical that 
Ohio leaders are given independent, 
fact-based information about health 
policy options. HPIO must strategically 
develop relationships with state leaders 
who are receptive to evidence-informed 
analysis and create communication 
strategies that build awareness and trust 
in the organization’s independence and 
authority on the issues. It is also important 
that HPIO communicate its work to other 
stakeholders, such as local community 
leaders, representatives of associations and 
advocacy groups and business leaders, 
who can champion the Institute’s work and 
use it to influence state policymakers.

Partners and supporters
Equally as important as reaching state 
policymakers is that HPIO continues 
to build support for its mission through 
increasing its partnerships and building 
awareness among public- and private-
sector organizations that can support and 
invest in its work.  Since its founding, HPIO 
has enjoyed strong support from a group 
of committed philanthropic organizations 
from throughout the state. In recent 
years, HPIO has begun undertaking more 
contracted projects with state agencies 
and other organizations. It is critical to 
communicate with those organizations 
that their investments in HPIO are well 
spent. In addition, as HPIO continues to 
seek out new core funders and build 
new partnerships for contracted projects, 
communications will play a key role. 

Expanding awareness of HPIO
HPIO enjoys a strong reputation among 
health policy leaders and stakeholders. To 
achieve its mid-range outcome, however, 
the Institute will use effective relationship-
building and communications strategies 
to continually increase its profile among 
those influencing the policymaking process 
and widen its sphere of influence, building 
its reputation as a “go-to source” for 
credible and useful policy analysis. The 
right-hand column in figure 2 highlights 
HPIO strategies with the greatest potential 
for expanding HPIO’s audience to those 
previously unfamiliar with the Institute’s 
work. However, it is important for all HPIO 
communications to be delivered in a way 
that encourages existing stakeholders and 
supporters to share HPIO’s work with a 
broader audience.

Engaging outside assistance with 
communications
HPIO staff has developed the skills to 
undertake its current communications 
functions in-house, from layout and 
design to media outreach to web and 
social media management. Expanding 
communications efforts, however, could be 
challenging given current staff capacity. 
Not only could an outside communications 
consultant increase capacity, they could 
also provide HPIO with “fresh eyes” and 
ensure that its communications are 
effective and free of unintentional bias. A 
consultant could also advise on potential 
new communications strategies to increase 
awareness and build HPIO’s reputation.

An outside consultant could be especially 
useful in cases in which HPIO is engaged 
in work that is perceived as politically 
controversial. For example, HPIO engaged 
outside communications assistance to 
message its work on analyzing the impact 
of potential Medicaid expansion as part of 
the Affordable Care Act.
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Operational plan for 
communicating HPIO’s work 
As displayed in figure 2, HPIO employs 13 
communications tactics to disseminate 
its work and raise awareness of the 
organization. Those tactics are divided 
into efforts that have a broader outreach 
and those that are more targeted. 

Broad, public communications
The following tactics are ones that have 
potential to expand HPIO’s reach by 
sharing  work with individuals and groups 
that do not have a formal, established 
relationship with the organization.
• Website (ongoing): HPIO’s website

serves as a hub for the Institute’s activity
and is the primary avenue for accessing
its work. It is visited by more than 25,000
unique users a year. All publications
are posted on the site, as is information
about all HPIO forums and events. HPIO
frequently adds online resources pages
that complement its written work.

The site also is used to house materials
for convened groups such as the
State Health Assessment/State Health
Improvement Plan Advisory Group
and the HPIO Equity Advisory Group.
In recent years HPIO has moved to a
topic-based organization, with material
divided into 14 health policy topic
sections. In 2021, HPIO will contract with
its web designer/host to complete a
visual refresh to the site to give it a more
contemporary, up-to-date appearance
while maintaining the same basic
organization and functionality. The
work, which is to be completed in the
first half of the year, will also ensure that
the site works effectively on all devices
(computer, tablet, phone, etc.) and will
include tools for people with disabilities.

• Social media (ongoing). HPIO has had
a social media presence on a variety
of outlets, but in recent years the
Institute has focused its social media
attention on the account with the
greatest impact, Twitter. HPIO operates
a main organizational account and
all members of the policy staff have

New tactics in 2021
As HPIO considers how to best 
communicate its work in 2021, it will explore 
new tactics that could potentially better 
reach target audiences and expand 
awareness. Among the tactics that will be 
launched in 2021 are:
• Racism and health monthly newsletter.

HPIO is launching an electronic
newsletter to maintain a spotlight on
the link between racism and health. The
monthly mailing to the Institute’s Constant
Contact list will include resources such
as briefs, studies and online tools, as well
as links to HPIO work on the topic, Ohio
agency reports, etc. The goal of the
newsletter is to both ensure that state
policymakers have access to necessary
resources and that the health impact of
racism remains a “front burner issue.”

• Expanding “rapid response”
communications. Building on a new
initiative started In 2020, HPIO will
continue creating smaller, analytical
pieces and stand-alone data graphics
that can be shared via social media or
distributed via media release or in HPIO’s
weekly Health Policy News. The release
of the 2021 Health Value Dashboard
offers the opportunity to share data
and analysis from that publication into
rapid response efforts. The goal of the
pieces is to contribute solid data and
analysis on timely topics, both elevating
the discourse and enhancing HPIO’s
reputation.

• Submitting to academic journals. Existing
research and analysis completed by
HPIO can be considered for submission
to academic journals. Publication could
lend to the Institute’s reputation as a
thought leader and highlight its expertise
in health policy, while introducing HPIO to
new audiences of experts and potential
funders.

• Social media/search engine marketing.
Search and social advertising both have
pros and cos and can both be tested
with limited expenditures to gauge
effectiveness. HPIO will explore whether
either approach is effective at building
awareness and interest in the Institute.
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Audiences for HPIO work

Expand 
audiences?

State 
policymakers

Other 
stakeholders

Potential clients 
and other 
partners Philanthropy

Broader outreach
Website 
(ongoing)     

Social media 
(ongoing)     
Email blasts  
(ongoing)     

C
om

m
un

ic
at

io
ns

 ta
ct

ic
s

Health Policy 
News (weekly)     

Health Value 
Review 
(quarterly)

    

HPIO Impact 
(quarterly)     
Rapid data 
visualization 
and analysis

    

More targeted outreach

Media 
outreach 
(ongoing)

    

Presentations 
(25-40/year)     
Hard-copy 
mailings (4-6/
year)

  

Webinars 
(periodic)     
Advisory 
groups 
(ongoing)

    

Personal 
meetings/
networking/
relationship 
building/
word of 
mouth 
(ongoing)

    

Figure 2. HPIO communication tactics 

Potential to reach new 
audiences via sharing

Wider potential to 
reach new audiences
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individual accounts for sharing HPIO-
related material and outside information 
pertinent to their areas of expertise 
and interest. The platform enables 
HPIO to share its research and analysis 
and position its policy staff as experts 
in the field. The Institute has grown its 
followership to almost 2,000 and had 
91,557 impressions in 2020. In 2021, HPIO 
plans to explore new social media 
practices, such as developing unique 
hashtags or working with new features 
like twitter “fleets,” to potentially increase 
engagement and increase awareness.

Email communications to wider HPIO 
audience
HPIO maintains an electronic contact 
database of more than 5,000 subscribers. 
The contact list includes all members of 
the General Assembly, their staff, state 
agency leadership and staff and health 
policy stakeholders from throughout the 
state. 
• General email blasts announcing

publication releases, forum invitations,
etc. (ongoing). HPIO maintains a
database via Constant Contact of more
than 5,000 contacts that it regularly
emails with information about HPIO work.
All publication releases are announced
via Constant Contact, as are invitations
to HPIO forums and convenings.

• Health Policy News (weekly). Health
Policy News is HPIO’s weekly newsletter
that is sent to more than 4,300
subscribers every Friday afternoon. The
newsletter includes an aggregation of
top Ohio and national health policy
news stories with brief summaries and is
used to announce and promote HPIO’s
work. The newsletter has an open rate
of about 25% and an average weekly
readership of about 1,000.

• Health Value Review (quarterly). The
Ohio Health Value Review (OHVR) is
a quarterly electronic newsletter that
provides updates on emerging health

policy issues and shares evidence-
informed strategies. The Review is 
distributed electronically through 
HPIO’s Constant Contact email list 
and each issue also is posted on 
HPIO’s website. The Review typically 
includes links to 30-40 resources per 
edition and includes a health value-
related graphic. The “guide star” for 
OHVR is the Health Value Dashboard 
and the State Health Improvement 
Plan (SHIP), with content organized 
by the seven Dashboard domains 
and the three priority topics in the 
2020-2022 SHIP.

Targeted communications to specific 
groups
In addition to broader 
communications, HPIO also uses 
tactics to reach more targeted groups. 
This work is often more time and labor 
intensive than other communications 
efforts, but it is critical to building 
relationships with key stakeholders and 
supporters of the Institute.
• HPIO Impact (quarterly) Started in 2011

as HPIO Notes, HPIO Impact is a quarterly
newsletter detailing the work of HPIO.
The primary audience for HPIO Impact
is funders, Board Directors and other
supporters of the Institute, although all
issues are posted on the organization’s
website for a broader readership. The
“guide star” for the content in Impact is the
HPIO strategic plan, particularly the five
short-term outcomes outlined in the HPIO
Pathway to Impact logic model.

• Media outreach (ongoing). HPIO is a
trusted source for state and national
media on health policy issues. The
Institute is cited regularly in every
major newspaper in Ohio including
the Columbus Dispatch, Cincinnati
Enquirer, Cleveland Plain Dealer,
Dayton Daily News, Toledo Blade and
Akron Beacon Journal. The Institute’s
work has also been cited by national
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news organizations such as the 
Associated Press, New York Times, the 
Washington Post, VOX and USA Today. 
HPIO staff write two to three op-ed 
pieces published in Ohio newspapers 
per year. In 2020, HPIO was cited more 
than 100 times by news media. While 
HPIO has built strong relationships with 
many journalists in Ohio, the rapidly 
changing news landscape and high 
staff turnover means media outreach 
requires ongoing attention. In 2020, 
HPIO began creating more formal 
press releases announcing its work to 
raise awareness among the media and 
early indications are that the plan has 
been successful.

• Rapid data visualization and analysis
(periodic/ongoing). In 2020, HPIO
began creating brief analytical pieces
to rapidly respond to issues of interest
to state policymakers. These efforts
began with daily COVID-19 research
briefings that were submitted to the
Ohio Department of Health. HPIO has
also created a series of four-page
data briefs related to COVID-19 deaths
and disparities. In addition to more
formal publications, HPIO also began
creating stand-alone data graphics
that are shared via social media and
are distributed via media release
and included in Health Policy News.
HPIO plans to continue this practice
of developing and distributing quick
analysis to address “hot button” policy
issues in a timely manner.

• Webinars (periodic/ongoing). To
create better engagement with its
publications, HPIO hosts webinars
in which report authors outline a
publication. The webinars, which are
presented to a live audience and are
later posted on HPIO’s website, often
also include stakeholders and experts
discussing the topics addressed in the
brief. The audience for these webinars
often includes executive branch
leadership and staff, both as speakers

and attendees, and legislators and 
legislative aides.

• Presentations (25-40/year). As
experts in many health policy topics,
HPIO’s president and policy staff are
often invited to present at forums
and meetings sponsored by other
organizations. In 2020, HPIO staff
presented to audiences of more
than 1,100 people throughout the
state. These engagements are
an opportunity to introduce the
organization to new individuals and
groups and further establish its staff as
experts in the field.

• Hard-copy mailings (3/year). Several
times a year, HPIO compiles its work
into hard-copy mailings delivered to
the offices of all members of the Ohio
General Assembly. The hard copies
serve as useful reference material for
legislators and their staff and also are
a regular reminder of HPIO and the
work it does. Mailings typically include
a cover letter that outlines HPIO’s work
and offers the Institute as a resource
for technical assistance on any health-
related topics.

• Advisory groups (ongoing). HPIO’s
advisory groups play an important
role in communicating HPIO’s work.
The groups improve HPIO products
by ensuring that they represent
diverse viewpoints from throughout
the state. HPIO advisory groups often
include members of executive branch
leadership and staff, which ensures
that policy options that are considered
are communicated directly to state
policymakers who can potentially
implement them. These groups also
offer guidance on how to effectively
communicate the Institute’s work in
a way that will resonate with various
audiences. Advisory group members
are also well-respected members of
their community and have the ability
to share HPIO’s work with influential
stakeholders and state policymakers
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who may previously have been unaware of 
the Institute’s work.

Personal meetings/networking/relationship 
building/word of mouth (ongoing)
A key way that state policymakers, stakeholders 
and potential supporters become aware of HPIO 
is through one-on-one meetings and networking. 
 This work is time intensive, but the relationships 
that can be built are critical to HPIO’s success. 
HPIO policy staff regularly schedule individual 
meetings with state legislators and state agency 
staff to introduce them to or engage them in the 
Institute’s work and build a relationship that can 
lead to later requests for technical assistance. 
Similarly, personal meetings are an important 
part of communicating HPIO’s effectiveness to 

both current and potential funders. One-on-one 
meetings are also an important way to build 
relationships with stakeholders in both the public 
and private sector who can champion the work 
of HPIO and influence state policymakers.

Figure 3 displays audience size for some of HPIO 
communications  tactics from Jan. 1, 2020 to 
Dec. 31, 2020.

Audience reach 
(as of Dec. 31, 2020)

Broad, public communications
Website  36,523 unique users
Social media outreach via Twitter 1,986 followers, 91,557 impressions
E-mail communications to wide audience (policymakers, stakeholders, HPIO supporters)
General e-mail blasts announcing paper releases, forum invitations, etc. 5,244 subscribers, 48,342 opens
Health Policy News 4,319 subscribers, 1,003 avg. weekly 

opens
Health Value Review 1,486 avg. quarterly opens from 

general email list
Targeted communications to specific audiences
HPIO Impact (distributed quarterly to HPIO Board and funders, also 
posted on website) ≈ 50 directly

Media outreach 101 media mentions, 65 journalist in 
media contact list

Presentations to outside organizations 30 presentations, total audience of 
≈ 1,300

Hard-copy mailings to the General Assembly 3 mailings to all 132 members of the 
General Assembly

Figure 3. Audience reach for select tactics
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Measuring effectiveness
To measure its effectiveness in achieving the 
primary outcomes of its communications 
and outreach, HPIO has developed several 
communications targets that are included in 

its HPIO Outcomes and Outputs Tracking Log 
(HOOTL). Some evaluation metrics related to 
communications are show in figure 4.

Figure 4. Evaluation metrics for communications

Metric 2020 target 2020 actual
Number of presentations to outside groups 20 31

Total number of meetings for ongoing convened groups 15 38

Number of hard copy deliveries of information packets to state 
legislators and/or caucus leadership

3 3

Number of tweets 600 876

Number of media stories with any HPIO content 50 101

Number of page views for publications or online guides/resource 
pages + Number of hard copies distributed

1,500 average per 
publication

1,382 average 
per publication

Number of Ohio Health Policy News subscribers 1,000 4,416 

Overall volume of traffic on HPIO website 26,000 36,523

Number of new Twitter followers 150 new followers 
(net)

188

Percent of Health Policy News emails that are opened More than 22% 24.2%
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HPIO 2020 Year-End Evaluation 
Prepared for the January 25, 2021 board meeting 

This packet contains the following materials: 
1. 2020 HPIO year-end performance dashboard

Cumulative annual report on metrics aligned with the HPIO logic model. (1 page)

2. 2020 HPIO annual evaluation results
Synthesis describing key findings of all evaluation activities conducted in 2020,
follow-up on recommendations from 2019 evaluation report and new
recommendations to guide quality improvement and planning in 2021. (8 pages)

3. 2020 HPIO activity summary
Review of key outputs, products and events. (4 pages)
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Health Policy Institute of Ohio: 2020 year-end performance dashboard
TM

January 2021

Performance strengths
• High volume of written products, including

short formats and rapid releases
• Increased mailing list, media presence

and website traffic
• Many policymaker contacts and advisory

group meetings, driven by state agency
contracts

• Successful transition to online forums

Needs attention
• Lower than expected visits to publications

and resource pages
• Forum evaluation response rates low due

to online format
• Few examples of legislator awareness due

to disrupted legislator engagement

Multi-sector facilitation

Forums and presentations

Written and online products

Consulting

* Core products, including state-contracted
work

Legislator packets, memos 
and mailing list volume

Social media and other

Policymaker meetings

Short-range policy outcomes
Policymakers and other stakeholders are aware of and knowledgeable about 
current and emerging health policy issues and evidence-informed strategies

Knowledge of health policy topics

Awareness of current and emerging health policy issues and opportunities

Policymakers and other stakeholders value HPIO’s non-partisan and independent leadership
Leadership role

Media presence

Policymakers and other stakeholders consider information produced by HPIO to be relevant, 
credible and objective

Relevance to organization, sector or constituents

Policymakers and other stakeholders turn to HPIO for analysis and evidence about what 
works to improve health value

Consumption of written and online products

Stakeholder engagement with, and meaningful use of, social media and Health 
Policy News

Requests for technical assistance

Forum overall quality

Relevance to state policymaking process

Credibility

Objectivity

Website traffic volume

Intention to use HPIO information or analysis

Use of HPIO information or analysis

State policymakers rely on 
HPIO work when creating 
health policy

Policymaker mentions

Examples of impact

On track ― All or most targets met
Needs attention ― Some targets not met
Off track ― Little or no activity or no targets met

Key

Outputs*

Communications 
and outreach to 
policymakers and  
other stakeholders

Mid-range policy 
outcome

Stakeholders use information produced or disseminated by 
HPIO to influence the policymaking process
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HPIO 2020 annual evaluation results 
Prepared for the Jan. 25, 2021 board meeting 

Purpose and methods 
The purpose of the 2020 evaluation is to inform HPIO’s board and staff about progress toward 
the objectives identified in the 2020-2026 Strategic Plan and the HPIO Pathway to Impact. 
HPIO’s annual evaluation guides quality improvement efforts and demonstrates 
accountability. The recommendations in this summary are based upon the findings of the 
following evaluation activities:  
• Annual stakeholder survey: Online survey completed by 227 respondents in January 2021

(6% response rate; down from 7% in 2020)
• Forum evaluation surveys: Surveys administered to forum participants (44% average

response rate for seven events)
• Output and outcome tracking: Data on 46 metrics regarding HPIO activities and products

and progress on short-range and intermediate outcomes

Performance trends 
2020 was an unusual year for many reasons, including the COVID-19 pandemic, racial justice 
protests, turmoil in the Ohio House and a highly polarized presidential election. Despite these 
challenges, HPIO met or exceeded 89% of performance targets in 2020 (see figure 1). HPIO 
was able to nimbly respond to the pandemic and contribute to dialogue about racism, 
resulting in a high volume of written products (including short formats and rapid releases) and 
increased media presence and website traffic. Stakeholders responded favorably to the 
transition to online events and several state agency contracts strengthened HPIO’s 
relationships with the executive branch. Engagement with legislators, however, was disrupted 
and awareness of HPIO publications and resource pages can be improved. 

Figure 1. Summary of HPIO annual cumulative performance: 2012-2020 
Year-end performance Percent of targets met 

(among metrics with targets*) 
2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 

On track Target met or 
exceeded 

89% 93% 83% 85% 90% 93% 84% 96% 94% 

Needs attention 
Performance slightly 
below target (within 5 
percentage points of 
target) 

2% 5% 17% 15% 5% 2% 13% 2% 4% 

Off track Target not met 9% 3% 0% 0% 5% 5% 3% 2% 2% 
*Targets are set on an annual basis and some vary by year. In 2020, there were 44 metrics with targets.
Note: Percentages exceed 100% due to rounding.
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Performance on objectivity, credibility and relevance 
The Annual Stakeholder Survey includes a series of questions to assess HPIO performance on short-range outcomes, including 
stakeholder perception of HPIO’s objectivity, credibility, relevance and effectiveness. Similar to past years, responses were 
largely positive and all related targets were met (see figure 2).  

Figure 2. Annual Stakeholder Survey results: Objectivity, credibility, relevance and effectiveness (2020 n=218-224*) 
Percent “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” 

2020 
Target 

2020 
Actual 

2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 

a. Overall, HPIO’s work is objective and
balanced.

>90% 94% 92% 93% 93% 92% 93% 90% 91% 89% 

b. Overall, HPIO’s work is accurate and
credible.

>90% 95% 96% 94% 95% 95% 94% 94% 95% 89% 

c. HPIO addresses issues that are relevant to
my organization, sector, or constituents.

>90% 93% 96% 94% 94% 93% 95% 94% 96% 89% 

d. Overall, HPIO’s work is relevant to the state
policymaking process (including decisions
made by the General Assembly, Governor
or state agencies or boards, or emerging
policy options at the state level.)

>90% 91% 93% 94% 93% 94% 94% 91% NA NA 

e. HPIO publications and resource pages are
relevant to the state policymaking
process (including decisions made by the
General Assembly, Governor or state
agencies or boards, or emerging policy
options at the state level.)

>90% 90% 94% 94% 91% 94% 93% NA NA NA 

f. As a result of HPIO products and/or
activities, I have an increased awareness
of current and emerging health policy
issues and evidence-informed strategies.

>90% 94% 94% 95% 93% 94% 93% 92% NA NA 

g. HPIO demonstrates non-partisan
leadership on health policy issues.

>86% 93% 91% 90% 90% 91% 90% 88% NA NA 

*Respondents had the option to select “not familiar.”  Respondents not familiar with the item were removed from the denominator for the analysis
presented in this table.
Note: The items in this survey question were randomized so that respondents did not necessarily see the items in the order they appear in the figure above.
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Leadership on equity and dismantling racism 
In 2021, HPIO added an Annual Stakeholder Survey question about HPIO’s leadership role in 
advancing equity and dismantling racism and other forms of discrimination. Almost half of 
respondents indicated that HPIO has been influential in this area, although many also felt 
that it is “too soon to tell” or they did not know if HPIO’s leadership has influenced policy 
decisions to decrease disparities and inequities (see figure 3). 

Figure 3. “To what extent has HPIO’s leadership on equity and dismantling racism and other 
forms of discrimination (i.e., ableism, ageism, etc.) influenced policy decisions that decrease 
disparities and inequities in Ohio?” (n=223) 

Percent of 
respondents 

High influence 9% 
Some influence 35% 
No influence 8% 
Too soon to tell 23% 
Don’t know 25% 

Some respondents offered comments to provide context on this issue. Two stakeholders said 
HPIO should not continue doing work in this area. However, the most common response (23 
respondents) was that HPIO should continue to focus on equity, while acknowledging the 
challenges of anti-racism/discrimination work. For example: 

“Just keep working at it. Seeing as you are non-partisan it is much easier to say the right 
things that need to be said with the data to back it up. This makes it SO much easier for 
those of us who work for govt. agencies to say what needs to be said and have the 
backing of someone who is not on either side.... that just presents the facts well.” 

“This is the next area where we need to achieve consensus on public policy. It is slow but, 
and will be slow, but, again, as we do our work and talk to policymakers having HPIO as a 
source helps with credibility.” 

“Keep it front and center, make sure conversations include it, make sure the data that 
reflect its connection is clear concise and indisputable - It is, but it is also uncomfortable 
for some to hear - they need to understand the truth and its impact.” 

Written and online products as go-to sources of information to 
inform health policy  
Eighty-seven percent of applicable survey respondents (n=136) said they had used 
information from an HPIO publication or resource page in 2020. Five products stand out due 
to the number of page visits and/or the percent of 2020 annual survey respondents who 
reported that the publication was the “most useful for influencing the policymaking process:” 
• 2019 Health Value Dashboard
• 2020-2022 State Health Improvement Plan (SHIP)
• Connections Between Racism and Health
• COVID-19 data briefs, data graphics, research updates and resource page
• Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs): Health Impact of ACEs in Ohio
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The following quotes illustrate the ways that HPIO stakeholders have used these publications 
and potential ways they may have influenced the policymaking process: 

“HPIO's Policy brief on COVID-19 disparities by race and ethnicity spurred conversations at 
ODH about resource allocation and logistics that ultimately impacted how supplies and 
resources were allocated.” 

“In listening to Governor DeWine, I heard him reference on more than one occasion data 
that HPIO had prepared in relation to Covid over this past year.” 

“The information on ACES was timely because of the COVID pandemic and the fact that 
children are suffering in many ways. I think efforts to get this in front of lawmakers and the 
governor have succeeded. I hope that it will have further influence in the next budget.” 

“The HPIO Health Rankings [Health Value Dashboard] and analysis of the causes of those 
rankings are extremely valuable to my healthcare organization as we work to prioritize 
efforts to make our communities healthier.” 

Impact on health policy 
Thirty-six percent of respondents said that they could identify examples when HPIO’s 
products, activities or leadership had an impact on a policy decision at the state or local 
level in Ohio in 2020, down from 44% in 2019. Eighty-four percent of relevant respondents said 
they had used HPIO information or analysis in 2020. 

Figure 4. Impact on policymaking process 
Percent “Yes” 

2020 
Target 

2020 
Actual 

2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 

Can you identify any examples 
when HPIO’s products, 
activities, influence or 
independent leadership had an 
impact on a policy decision at 
the state or local level in Ohio 
in 2020?  This could be a direct 
impact or an indirect 
influence.* (n=201) 

>40% 36% 44% 37% 36% 42% 41% 37% 41% 

Within the past year, have you 
used HPIO information or 
analysis?  (n=190)** 

>80% 84% 82% 83% 84% 82% 83% 63% NA 

*The survey asked respondents who selected “yes” to describe their example as an open-ended comment.
** Respondents who selected “not applicable- my job does not involve influencing or participating in the
policymaking process in any way” [15% of respondents] removed from denominator
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Specific examples of impact 
HPIO identifies examples of policy impact through the Annual Stakeholder Survey and by 
monitoring the state policymaking environment. Although it is difficult to assess the extent to 
which HPIO directly contributed to specific policy changes, HPIO was able to identify several 
concrete examples of likely influence in 2020. 

Concrete examples of 2020 policy changes 
HPIO staff tracking and/or survey respondents identified the following examples of HPIO’s 
influence: 
1. COVID-19 research for ODH: Between March 25 to June 30, HPIO provided the Ohio

Department of Health (ODH) with consistent updates on the latest COVID-19 research.
These research updates bolstered ODH’s response to COVID-19 and contributed to
successful interventions during the first wave of the pandemic. Information from these
research updates was also shared by Governor DeWine during at least one of his COVID-
19 press conferences. [HPIO tracking and 6 survey respondents]

2. COVID-19 disparities: HPIO policy briefs on COVID-19 disparities by race and ethnicity
spurred conversations at ODH about resource allocation and logistics that ultimately
impacted how supplies and resources were allocated. [1 survey respondent]

3. Children’s COVID-19 Dashboard: ODH made changes to how data on the Children's
COVID Dashboard was reported based on HPIO feedback. [HPIO tracking]

4. Racism as a public health crisis: HPIO was cited in proposed legislation (HCR 31 and SCR
14) declaring racism a public health crisis: “WHEREAS, The Health Policy Institute of Ohio
(HPIO) explains that negative repercussions of historical racism, including but not limited
to discriminatory lending practices of the twentieth century known as "redlining," impact
current outcomes regarding access to nutritious food, economic security, educational
achievement, and infant mortality;” [HPIO tracking]

5. ODA strategic planning: Leadership at the Ohio Department of Aging (ODA) used the
Summary Assessment of Older Ohioans (produced by HPIO under contract with ODA) to
inform the agency’s strategic planning process. ODA also utilized HPIO’s SAPA Advisory
Committee to inform their strategic planning through a survey. [HPIO tracking]

6. OMHAS strategic planning: The Ohio Department of Mental Health and Addiction
Services (OMHAS) 2021-2024 Strategic Plan includes specific references to the 2020-2022
State Health Improvement Plan and the COVID Minority Health Strike Force Blueprint (both
documents produced by HPIO under contract with state government) [HPIO tracking]

7. Addiction treatment for women: Based on information included in the Addiction Evidence
Project, OMHAS has made adjustments in how they collect data and deliver services
within women's substance use treatment. [1 survey respondent]

8. Specialized dockets data collection: The Addiction Evidence Project report on law
enforcement and the criminal justice system assisted the Specialized Dockets division of
the Supreme Court of Ohio in advancing data collection and racial and ethnic disparity
policies for the specialized dockets.  [1 survey respondent]

9. Tobacco cessation and prenatal care: House Bill (HB) 11 was signed into law by Governor
DeWine. In 2019, HPIO provided technical assistance to the House Republican caucus
policy staff on HB 11, which contains provisions that decrease barriers to tobacco
cessation and increase funding for group prenatal care. [HPIO tracking]

10. SHIP alignment in health data: When selecting new state modules for the 2021 Behavioral
Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) dataset, ODH is prioritizing modules that align with
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the SHIP. ODH also sent a copy of the SHIP to stakeholders as part of the BRFSS review 
process. [HPIO tracking] 

Other examples of general influence 
Survey respondents also cited general ways that HPIO’s work has influenced policy agendas. 
The following HPIO products and topics were most commonly mentioned as examples of 
HPIO’s influence on state or local policymaking: 
• Addressing racism and achieving equity: HPIO products, including the COVID-19 Minority

Health Strikeforce Blueprint, COVID-19 disparity briefs and Connections between Racism
and Health brief, have advanced the state and local policy agenda on health equity. As
a result of that work, policymakers and other stakeholders have a better understanding of
health disparities and inequities and are increasingly motived to action. (20 respondents
cited this example)

• COVID-19 response: HPIO’s COVID-19 resources, including policy briefs and research
updates shared with ODH and email subscribers, provided state and local policymakers,
as well as other stakeholders, with critical information that shaped the total state response
to the pandemic. (16 respondents)

• Addiction crisis: The Addiction Evidence Project, particularly the most recent phases on
criminal justice and child welfare, has informed decisions to address the addiction crisis
and improve the behavioral health and criminal justice systems. (13 respondents)

• Strategic Action Plan on Aging: Under contract with the Ohio Department of Aging, HPIO
developed the Strategic Action Plan on Aging (SAPA) in 2020. Although it has not yet
been publicly released, stakeholders see the SAPA as having an impact on the policy
environment both now and in the future. (10 respondents)

Many respondents remarked that HPIO’s cumulative body of work contributes to the policy 
process over time: 

“Mostly, HPIO reports become part of the reference base for decision making. The Opioid 
series was great. I continue to refer to the 2017 and 2018 infant mortality and child health 
care reports, for example. The 2018 self-sufficient employment report was good to help 
make the case that it is not just the number of jobs, but the quality of those jobs, that 
contribute to better health. The annual health policy briefing books are helpful.” 

“HPIO consistently produces quality research-based materials and presents information in 
formats that are accessible to a variety of audiences. The focus of HPIO's research is both 
aligned with state and local public health department priorities and matching them with 
policy opportunities/priorities. This is incredible work, and I hope more legislators and 
decision makers use HPIO as a source of information for policy decisions.” 

A smaller number of respondents, however, expressed concern about how HPIO engages in 
the policymaking process: 

“It appears that over the years HPIO's work is a reflection of state agencies and does not 
reflect local jurisdictions or the people of Ohio. It has felt like HPIO's work has become a 
validation of whatever ODH and other state agencies want.” 

“HPIO's work would be of greater value if their staff were more open to meaningful and 
constructive feedback from policymaker experts. Too often, the apparent working 
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assumption on the part of HPIO staff is that they are the experts of a particular policy issue 
and they are not open to opposing or additional viewpoints...” 

Results from 2020 recommendations 
The table below summarizes the action steps HPIO took to follow up on the 2020 evaluation 
report recommendations, as well as performance improvements that resulted from those 
changes.   
Recommendations from the 2019 
Evaluation Report 

Follow-up action and impact in 2020 

State agency contracted projects: 
Continue to strengthen 
relationships and influence with 
state agencies through 
contracted projects, such as 
SAPA, SHIP and MIECHV 

 Followed through
 Started 3 new state contracts (SHIP supplemental

materials/MIECHV update, Public Health
Modernization, MHSF Blueprint), plus 2 contracts
with private organizations (AARP [new] and
Philanthropy Ohio [renewed])

Submit high-quality products to 
state agency clients 

 Followed through
 Submitted high-quality products to ODH and ODA

(2020-2022 SHIP, MIECHV Needs Assessment
Update*, MHSF Blueprint, Summary Assessment of
Older Ohioans, SAPA*)

Pursue additional state agency 
contracts, while maintaining 
balance with core work 

 Followed through
 Submitted proposals for 2 new state contracts in

Dec. 2020 (one awarded in Jan. 2021, one
discontinued by agency)

Revisit the way contracted 
projects are counted in quarterly 
and annual evaluation and set 
realistic targets for core product 
volume 

 Followed through
 Included reports from state-contracted projects in

annual tally of products if report was released to
the public

 Reduced target for policy product volume
(although target was exceeded)

Discuss plans for public release of 
contracted products with clients 
early in the project timeline  

 Attempted
 Encouraged agencies to post reports, although

agencies often have significant delay in releasing
Legislative leaders and staff: Focus 
on engaging legislative leaders, 
including chairs of key 
committees, and staff so that they 
seek out data and analysis from 
HPIO 

 Delayed by external factors
 Engaged legislative leadership in Jan-Feb. 2020,

including a presentation to Legislative Children’s
Caucus and hosting a Mental Health Roundtable
with key legislators, staff, state agency leadership
and stakeholders

 COVID-19 pandemic, HB6 scandal, change in
House leadership and highly polarized presidential
election made it difficult to engage in
constructive interactions with members of the
General Assembly from March-Dec. 2020

Website traffic: Increase volume of 
website traffic through frequent 
releases of product updates/re-
packages, “in case you missed it” 
emails, webinars, inclusion of links 

 Performance improved and target exceeded
 Number of website visits increased from 28,265 in

2019 to 36,523 in 2020
 COVID resource page drew higher interest in site,

as did shorter products and media coverage
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in media stories and other 
strategies 
Outreach and dissemination: 
Increase direct dissemination of 
products to policymakers and 
general outreach and marketing 
to relevant stakeholders and 
sector leaders 

 Delayed by COVID-19 pandemic
 Unable to fully implement due to lack of in-person

meetings

Concise messaging: Produce 
concise executive summaries and 
other easily-digestible summaries 
and updates 

 Followed through
 In Q3 began to issue media releases for all

publications. This outreach resulted in increased
media activity during the last two quarters of 2020.

 Began creating fact sheets and stand-alone
graphics, which were shared via media releases,
social media and distributed via email

Access to HPIO events and 
meetings: Ensure widespread 
access to HPIO events through 
webinars, convened group 
meetings via webinar, forum 
scholarships and regional events 

 Followed through
 After March, shifted all HPIO forums to free virtual

events and convened advisory groups online
 Forum participation increased from 596 in 2019 to

753 in 2020
 Hosted regional forum in Cincinnati in early March

*not yet released

Recommendations for 2021 
The following recommendations are based on 2020 performance and suggestions from 
Annual Stakeholder Survey respondents: 
1. COVID-19: Continue to disseminate timely information about the pandemic

a. Host forum on vaccines
b. Add COVID-19 section to the 2021 Health Value Dashboard

2. Virtual formats: Engage wide range of stakeholders from around the state through online
forums and convening:

a. Continue to host online events and meetings throughout the pandemic
b. Maintain virtual options and apply lessons learned from the “COVID era” to future

events and advisory group meetings once in-person gathers are again possible
c. Increase response rates for virtual forum evaluation surveys

3. Equity: Continue bold leadership to advance equity and dismantle racism and other
forms of discrimination

4. Dissemination: Increase visits to publication pages through social media, increased media
outreach, direct outreach to specific audiences, greater use of “rapid response”
communications (fact sheets, stand-alone graphics, etc.) and other innovative
communications strategies outlined in HPIO’s newly created communications plan

5. Outreach and partnerships: Actively reach out to and strengthen relationships with key
audiences:

a. Continue to build relationships with and convene legislators
b. Increase outreach to new audiences, including grassroots groups, ethnic media,

local organizations and others directly affected by relevant policies
c. Strengthen communication and partnerships with advocacy organizations,

academia, local health departments and other audiences
d. Increase new subscribers to Health Policy News and future e-news products
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2020HPIO activity summaryHPIO activity summary
TM

Q1
— First week after release

— First week after release

— Total (as of 12/31/20)

— Total (as of 12/31/20)

HPIO print publications

HPIO resource pages

Written and online products

Q2

Q3

Q4

Ohio Medicaid Basics: A Closer Look at Health 
Behaviors

(released 2/14)
405 868

A call to action: Improving clinician wellbeing 
and patient care and safety  

(released 2/11)
405 926

Target 
1,500 views

181

COVID-19 resource page 
(released 3/13) 1,028 4,839

Addiction Evidence Resource Page: 
Children, youth and families  

(released 4/14)

34

386

Ohio COVID-19 deaths compared to other 
causes of death 
(released 5/13)

1,232 2,376

Ohio COVID-19 disparities by race 
(released 5/20) 625 1,397

2020-2022 State Health Improvement Plan
(posted on ODH and HPIO websites 6/19)

66

2,780

COVID-19 in Ohio: August update
(released 8/13) 621 852

Connections between racism and health: Taking 
action to eliminate racism and advance equity 

(released 8/14)
724 1,931

Resource page: Action steps to eliminate racism 
and advance equity 

(released 8/14)
225 524

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs): Health 
Impact of ACEs in Ohio 

(released 8/28)

Ohio COVID-19 disparities by race and ethnicity: 
September update 

(released 9/3)
316 838

1,045 2,095

Healthy Beginnings at Home Process Evaluation 
(released 10/14)

Ohio addiction policy scorecard: Children, 
youth and families 

(released 11/30)

254

675424

167
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Forums and presentations
31 presentations

8 forums with 753 attendees

Forum attendance

Total

Average  
per forum

571

596

753

95
85

126

Forum evaluation

70%

97%

79%

72%

97%

85%

43%

93%

75%

• A call to action: Improving clinician wellbeing and patient care and safety (partnered with OSU College of Nursing)
• Ohio’s policy response to addiction: Law enforcement and the criminal justice system
• Health Policy Basics: Understanding and Influencing State Health Policy (Cincinnati)
• Clinician wellbeing: The state of mental health before and after COVID-19
• Improving child health and wellbeing: Creating opportunities for all Ohio children to thrive
• Politics, perceptions and the pandemic
• What’s on the horizon for state health policy? Improving the health and well-being of older Ohioans
• Ohio’s policy response to addiction: Law enforcement and the criminal justice system

2018 2019 2020

Forum evaluation survey 
response rate

Overall quality

Will use in 
policymaking process

Targets
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Multi-sector facilitation
4 active convened groups

• Addiction Evidence Project Advisory Group

• Adverse Childhood Experiences Advisory Group

• Association of Ohio Health Commissioners Public Health Modernization Steering Committee (ODH contracted project)

• Strategic Action Plan on Aging Advisory Committee (ODA contracted project)

38 meetings

Consulting
5 new contracts

• State Health Improvement Plan (SHIP) supplemental materials ; and Maternal Infant and Early Childhood Home Visiting
Needs Assessment Update (ODH)

• Public Health Modernization (ODH)

• COVID-19 Minority Health Strike Force Blueprint (ODH)
• Philanthropy Ohio Health Initiative

• Disrupting Disparities (AARP Ohio)

2 continued contracted projects
• Healthy Beginnings at Home process evaluation (City of Columbus/CelebrateOne)

• State Action Plan on Aging (ODA)

Communications
Statewide reach
Visits by Ohioans to HPIO’s website in 2020

36,523 visits to HPIO website (+28% from 2019)

876 tweets (-5% from 2019)

1,987 twitter followers (as of Dec. 31) (+11% from 2019)

875 new subscribers to Ohio Health Policy News (+24% from 2019)

101 media articles that cite or quote HPIO (+42% from 2019)

80

61

78
76

71

101

69

Media articles that cite or quote HPIO, by year

2020201920182017201620152014 43



Policymaker outreach

125

178

NA

119

321

21

141

368

20

114

430

19

165

312

31

171

364

18

256

654

18

281

539

15

20142013 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Individual policymakers met with
Total policymaker meetings
Technical assistance

Targets

Note: Policymakers include any 
representative of the executive, legislative, 
or judicial branches of state government.
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